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EDITORIAL

Gayndah type buffel grows excellently in good
seasons on deep Cypress pine sand with only
ten to twelve ppm P. The real crunch come
when seedling recruitment on very low P soils
is insufficient to replace old plants when they
die. Most buffel seed does not last more than
two years in the soil because it germinates too
easily. However, its rapid germination and
short seed dormancy are also its strengths
when marginal establishment rains fall on
fairly denuded.country, if seed is available.
Time is important when an exotic species is
colonising new areas, but there will be
ecological limits and great year-to-year
fluctuations in yields in marginally suitable
climates like Camarvon. Do not get your
hopes up for the bulk of the spinifex or mulga
country.

Don Burnside
This is the first Range Management Newsletter for
1985, and despite the fact that we are :already one
quarter of the way through the year- best wishes for
the rest of it!
We have a lot of good material in this issue. Range
regeneration is obviously "all go" in the Mannahill
area, and thanks to Peter Butler's hard work, we have
been able to reprint a lot of the material presented at
the Mannahill Reclamation Day, October 12, 1984. It
makes interesting reading, and we even have a picture
of you all to go with it!
The high level of interest in rangeland rehabilitation
on that occasion is currently being seen in the West
where we have several soil conservation districts either
formed or forming. The enthusiasm has taken the local
bureaucrats by surprise and I believe it suggests that
concern about the health of the pastoral environment is
deeper and more widespread amongst pastoralists than
has previously been thought to have been the case. If
so, it is good news! Do you think I am right in this?
While pondering that question, have a look at the
rest of this issue. We have got information about mulga
trees, medics, buffel grass, exclosures, cattle stations
and many other things to keep you awake while reading
Range Management Newsletter after dinner. Please
write and let me know what you think about any, or all
of it!

From: Ken Shaw
Department of Primary Production,
N orthem Territory
Alice Springs
A Tale of Two Stations
In Central Australia, the Department of
Primary Production has embarked upon a
program of assessing condition of productive
country within our productive rangelands. As
part of that program we also made regular
reassessments of a selection of our sites under
different seasonal growth conditions from
1978 until1982. Upon analysis of a subset of
the reassessment data for the calcareous
shrub by grassland pasture type, two
distinctive modes of pasture species
composition change were apparent. Why Is it
so? (Julius Sumner Miller, Existentialist
Physicist; pers~comm 1). Closer examination
of the data reveaJed that the two distinct
modes of species change occured on two
different properties respectively. Was it a
management factor? The following provides
some supportive evidence that it probably was
Stock numbers carried on these two properties
are presented in the graph below (Fig. 1).
B. Flogger's property A, carried an average of
nine beasts per square kilometre on his
productive country or an average of2.8 times
the assessed carrying capacity. P. St.
Grazier's property B, meanwhile carried only 1.0
times the assessed grazing capacity
(remarkable unrigged coincidence) or an
average of three beasts per square kilometre
on his productive country. Both properties
have sinrilar amounts of productive country
and similar assessed grazing capacity. It was
also interesting that the average assessed
range condition of all sites on B. Flogger' s
place was significantly less than that of P. St.
Grazier's property (p less than 0.1).

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From: Richard Sllcock
Department of Primary Industries,
Queensland
Toowoomha Qld.

A Queenslander on Duffel Grass
With reference to the recent
November RMN article by Peter Curry on
buffel grass's spread in the Carnarvon
district, I have a few data packaged
observations (D.P.O.'s) to make. These differ
from the less well received D.F.O.'s (Data Free
Observations) only in the time scale
over which they are made.
Buffel grass grows well in Queensland' on fonr
main 'soil' types:
(i)i High fertility alluviums
(ii)i self-mulching clays
(iii) deep sandy soils
(iv) soft chalky toprock
All four have one unifying factor, an
unconsolidated or naturally friable surface.
Rainfall and soil fertility are also important,
especially available soil phosphate, as
mentioned in the article. However, fifteen to
twenty ppm bicarbonate P is quite adequate
for good buffel growth in good seasons if the
surface soil is loose. Around Charleville,

1.

At this point I anticipate that there is a mob
amongst the readers who reckon that B.
Flogger was making bigger quids. Turn-off
records would suggest not. B. Flogger's
· averageturn-offwas 13percentfrom 1970-79
whilst P. St. Grazier averaged 25 percent for
the same period. This amounted to a greater
average turn-off for B. Flogger of only 20
percent more than for P. St. Grazier, who was
carrying only one third the number of cattle
with (anticipated) lower running costs. B.
Flogger was able to turn-offbig mobs in 1980,
a near drought year, however these cattle
were too poor to market aod were sent to
another property where they ultimately met
their end as part of the BTEC cause.

Question:
Did it pay B. Floggerto be aflogger?
Answer:
Probably not. (p = indeterminant)l Especially
where the health, well-being and future
productivity of the country was considered.
Footnote:
1. Apologies to JSM.
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1·0

Fig. 1.
Stocking Rates and Turnoff for two Central
Australian Pastoral Properties, 1970-81
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strong overland water movement - the fences are
easily smashed, scouring occurs too easily in critical
sampliog places, and overall too much work is involved
for the data collected.
Exclosures in SW Queensland do nothing to improve
the condition of badly scalded country- the ephemeral
burrs and pigweed just grow bigger in good seasons
and blow away in the next drought along with what
sand they had begun to catch. Mechaulcal treatment
seems always needed as an adjunct in these situations.
Two photographs often tell as good a story as eight
hours of painstaking data collection by two people. A
full set of data every five to seven years from an
established exclosure (more than three previous
recordings) is probably enough if supplemented by
photographs and general notes every one to two years.
But beware of gremlins! Look very carefully when note
taking. Termites will shave grasses off at ground level
and can turn a small waving stand of hay (SOOkgha-1)
into an apparent desert in a few weeks.
Try to record exclosures in only fair seasons. It saves
you a lot of work and documents the really important
plants -the herbaceous perennials, the woody plants,
and the dominant cover-producing annuals. All the
time you are recording this you are wittingly or
unwittingly relating the information you are recording
to the previous data and photos and to any cherished
theory you may have on what makes this vegetation or
individual plant tick.
Small (say one hectare) exclosures can be useful
reference areas, excellent training places for new staff,
sobering monuments to older, wiser heads and useful
talking points for extension officers and local
landholders. But hide them well, maintain the fence
and do not put in any gates. Occasional penetration by
roos or stock is rarely detrimental, but rabbits may be a
different kettle of fish.
I am all for exclosures, not ouly in developed
countries, as rangeland education places.

From: Richlll'd Silcock
Department of Primary Industries, Queensland
Toowoomba, Qld.
Exclosures - A Rangeland Education Tool
I wish to record a few observations (DBO's) which I
have made in the past two months while collating data
from 17 exclosures set up by Charleville staff in the mid
1960's. These exclosures suffer from drawbacks like
those mentioned by various writers before, and draw
their strength from the fact that they have been in
existence and recorded intermittently for 20 years.
They were erected on range sites where local graziers
felt the country was degrading. Causes of degradation
included shrub invasion, sheet erosion, lack of mulga
regeneration and wiregrass (Aristida spp.) invasion.
The current Charleville QDPI staff are now the third
generation to oversee these exclosures, and so had no
personal involvement in setting them up or making the
first recordings. With the knowledge and wisdom
accumulated in the region since Joe Ebersohn and
Selwyn Everist made their first guesstimates on
pasture condition, the new blood could well express
amazement at the counting and recording of all species
present in each of the 67 4 x4link quadrats- Tripogon
loliiformis (five minute grass), Cheilanthes seiberi
(mulga fern), Fimbristylis sp. (sedge) to name a few
perennials. Nowadays we would probably ouly note
presence or absence c.f such species and also for many
annuals, and restrict counting to important(?)
perennials. But in 1964 who was to say what was a
perenulal plant and which was important.
·For most sites, there are four or five sets of records
available. At some recording dates, there seems to be a
very obvious effect from excluding domestic stock at
some sites. Only when all recordings are viewed
together can we see that these effects are only short
term and in no way indicate a clear trend over time.
Feathertop (Aristida latifolia) comes in good summers
and goes back in dry ones (as do most of our Aristidas).
Unfortunately White Spear Grass (Aristida leptopoda)
does not go out in dry years and strategies for dealing
with it are being investigated now.
Can someone tell me the role ofEvolvulus
alsinoides in animal nutrition? This species bobs up at
red soil sites in SW Queensland. It is perennial and
often grazed. It looks a bit like a Kochia (oops,
Maireana) to the novice and in the absence of a pressed
specimen or a herbarium confirmation, how am I
(today) to be sure they were always referring to
E. alsinoides and not to Maireana villosum (or is it M.
villosa?), or to some other young, non-flowering
chenopod. There will always be a problem of correct
plant identification by recorders of exclosures,
particularly when there is a change of staff. However, if
they can go out with a list of species previously
positively identified from that site, their task is made
much easier and their rate of learning about the
vegetation is greatly improved. My studies of the data
from our exclosures, combined with other field
observations, leads me to recommend that a small
study should be made of E. alsinoides to adequately
document its nutritional role in certain pastures.
Small exclosures (say, less than several hectares) are
of little value for studying woody weed dynarulcs
because the results can be very much more site specific
than for those. herbaceous plants. Small exclosures also
have unacceptably large edge effects on areas prone to

From: Phil Fogarty
Soil Conservation Service ofN.S.W.
Bourke
I would like to express my thanks to the staff of the
W.A. Department of Agriculture for giving me their
time during a recent two-week study tour of the mulga
shrublands of the Goldfields-Meekatharra districts.
My job with the Soil Conservation Service ofN.S.W.
in Bourke is essentially similar to the role of Rangeland
Management Advisers in W .A. My tour was therefore
aimed at viewing the country, management and the
administration.
The problems confronting pastoralists are obviously
similar throughout Australia's dry country. Low
variable rainfall, poor nutrition, feral animals, the costprice squeeze and a history of poor management due to
a mis-understanding of the environment are all too
familiar.
Administration in each state is therefore concerned
with providing information so pastoralists can be
critical of their own management style and be prudent
in their decision making. Beauracracies being what
they are, means the above is easier said than done.
I was impressed by the operation of the W.A.
Department of Agriculture. It appeared to me that a good
information base has been developed in a very useable
format, that advisers are well rehearsed in their multi-
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distingnished service to the Society or to rangelands..
Council considered this article on U December, 1984.
As yet, no sndl Honorary Membership has been
bestowed by the Society. Conncii has carried a motion
that it is appropriate for no more than five Honorary
Members to be appointed to the Society. becanse the
highest award of the Society should not be afforded to
more than one or two percent of members. No more ·
than two Honorary Members shonld be appuiuled in
any one year.
Council would welcome nominations of any members
whom the nominees feel might be deserving of such a
Society honour. Nominations shonid include a concise
eitation (not more than 250words) of publishable
qnality, highlighting the nominess relevant
achievements. It should be eodorsed by not less than
six financial members.
Any Honorary Membership nominations prior to the
nextAnnnal General Meeting should be forwarded to
Council by April30.

disciplinary approach and most importantly that
pa.storil]ists across the spectrum of success are actively
involved in gaining lDowledge and changing attitudes
in the light of new infurmation.
In the BouJ:ke district the aformentioned
management problems are often compounded by
infestation of inedible woody shrubs and insufficient
property she to aDow:Hexible grazing systems to
develop. Nevertheless, a similar approach to
rangeJand management: is being taken by government
departments {Soil Conservation Service, Dept. of
Agricullme, C.S.I.R.O. and Western Lands

Commkorion)tothatin W.A.
To seebowthe "other side" operates has been
slinmlat:ingandrewarding. I hope I can return the
hospitality shown to me to either staff or pastoralisl:s
who may venture to BouJ:ke one day.

COUNCIL BUSINESS

e Offer
Members please note that supplies of ''Pilbara
Coastal Flora" by G. Craig et alhave run out, bnt we do
have a few copies of "Plants of the Kimberley Region"
by Petheran and Kok left at the disconot rate ($14.50
p&p inclusive).
Orders to Peter Curry, Dept. of Agricnlture, Jarrah
Speelal Bool< Pun •

ANNUALGENEKALMEIITING
TheAiuuDI General MeetiDg of the Auslnlllan
Rangehmd Sode1ywill be held on Thursday, 29th May.
Time: 4.00p.m.
Venue: Department of Agrlcnlture, Jarrah Road.
South Perth.

Road, South Perth, W .A. 6151.

Business will be followed by light refreshments.
· Please come along if you can. Please let Colin Lendon
{09 387 0366) or Peter Curry (09 367 0111) know so that
the correct order of magnitude of provisions can be
arranged.

New Members
Malcolm Boladeras,
Nick Casson,
Dickson Cooke,
Rodney Dohse,
B. W. Easton,
Micbael Foulkes-Taylor,
Jolmi'ons,
Norm Klepacki,
Sandy McTaggart,
KenMahoney,
Ted Officer,
Pam O'Neill,
J. P. O'Shannessy,
C. D. Short,
Michael Snllivan,
R. Taylor,
LesWalsh,

This is the eod of the two year term for Council in
Western Australia, and following the A.G.M., Council
will move east under the Presidency of Ken
Hodgkinson. Nominations are being called for the
positions of:

Vice President
Honorary Secretary
Honorary Treasurer
Nominations should be signed by two members of the
Society and countersigned by the person nominated.
Forms are available from the Hon. Secretary and
completed forms should be returned as soon as
possible.

Wooganoo Station, vial.eono!a WA
Bunbury, WA
Glenelg Station, lhewanina, NSW
Myrnong Station WanaarlngNSW
Perth, WA
YoinStation,viaYalgoo, WA
Canbetra,ACf
Derby, WA
Mt. Narcyer Station. Mullewa WA
Koonmarra Stat. Meebtharra WA

Woolgorong Station, Mullewa WA
Wanaarlng, NSW
Janina Stationy Bourke, NSW

Condobolin, NSW
Charlev:ille, QLD

Fowlers Gap RS-Broken Hill NSW
Bowke,NSW

FROM AROUND THE TRAPS
1986 Blennlal Conference

Bourke goes Blzomke

Perhaps biennial isn't strictly correct, because the
Adelaide International Rangeland Congress intervened
in such a big way, but the next national conference is up
for bidding. S.A.S. (who dares wins). Please let Council
know who might be interested in hosting the conference
plus any suggestions for themes or topics to focus on.

PbliFogarty
Soli Conservation Seniee ofN.s.w.
Bourke N.S.W.
It is intended to form a branch of the Australian
Rangeland SocietyinBourke, N.S.W. this year. Sheep
provide the back bone of the region but productivity is
being steadily eroded by shrub infestation, the cost·
price squeeze, and insufficient property size.
The shrub problem has provided a focus for work by
various government departments for several years.

Honorary Membership
Article 3 (i) of the Society makes provision for
Honorary Membership to be awarded for rendering

4.
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Along with other ideas and innovations in respect of
rangeland management, considerable information is
now available to graziers.
It is hoped a local branch of the A.R.S. will provide a
focus for grazier involvement in both gathering and
disseminating information.

Dr. Hop good said he hoped to introduce draft
legislation in the July session of Parliament for new
tenure ofrangelands and ''better access proposals.''
He told the society his proposals "fall a little short of
Government policy.''
''Iodeed, if my Cabinet colleagues were here they
would listen with a great deal of interest since what I
am to say would be as much news to them as it will be to
ytlu," he said.
He proposed that the new leases be for the present
term of 42 years, but that they be subjected to review
and extension every 14 years.
Extension would be granted provided there had been
no breach of the lease covenant up to that point, that no
change in land use was planned for the next 14 years
and that satisfactory agreement was achieved with the
lessee.
The minister said the steering committee believed
the tenure proposal represented a satisfactory balance
of all interests.
The question of public access was still a ''legal
jungle" and he was proposing two main actions in that
area: a system of public roads, and privacy for the
lessee around the station house and in other ''critical''
areas.
Dr. Hopgood said he had abandoned the idea of
access control via licences. He foreshadowed a code of
limited rights and limited liability to allay lessees' fears
''of enormous compensation claims arising from injury
to travellers on their runs" and warned travellers that
they could be severely restricted in rangeland areas.
He intended to proceed with moves to set up a
rangelands research fund from a portion of the pastoral
rents.

The programme devised for the rest of 1985 so far
includes
Apri126, 1985
.
"Management of Shrub Infested R~~~~gelands"
A seminar for graziers with the support of C.S.I.R.O.,
D.P.I. (QLD), Dept. of Agric, Soil Conservation and
Western Lands Commission.
Dinner for invited guests and graziers
April, 27, 1985
Display of all relevant material at the Bourke
Agricultural Show.
Annual General Meeting sometime before December.
At present the idea of a local branch has the moral
support ofthe Soil Conservation Service of N. S. W.
and the Dept. of Agriculture. We hope for a few early
wins and healthy membership.

Annual General Meeting : South Australlan Brancb
Melissa Gibbs
Urdversity of Adelaide
The South Australian Branch held its Annual General
Meeting on February 8, 1985. The 1985 committee was
elected at the meeting.

Plant Identification Course : October 1-S
Martin Willcocks
Course Co-ordinator

President: Andrew Nicolson
Immediate Past President: Malcolm McTaggart
Vice-President: Michael McBride
Secretary/Treasurer: Melissa Gibbs
Committee: Kym Afford, Andrew Brown, Richard
Downward, Reg MacDonald, Vie Squires, Jim Vickery.

The South Australian Branch of the Australian
Rangeland Society ran its fourth course in basic plant
identification at Middleback Station early in
October. The five day course was again able to nse
Dr. R. T. Lange'sfield centre and the Nicolson's
shearers quarters at Middleback Station near Whyalla.
The A.R.S. is extremely grateful for the continued
generosity. The A.R.S. would also like to acknowledge
and thank the Botany Department of the University of
Adelaide for the continued use of their binocular
microscopes, without which conducting the course
would be impossible.
Twelve students applied themselves with great zeal
to such concepts as plant structure, basic taxonomy,
use of botanical keys, plant collecting and the use of
portable field guides. The group this year was quite
diverse, consisting of pastoralists, pest control officers,
nursery persons, a geologist and veterinary officers.
Those attending were again fortunate to have the
services of Joan Gibbs with able assistance from
Lorraine J ansen.

At this meeting, members were address by the Hon.
Minister for Lands, Dr. Hopgood, on the issure ofland
tenure and administration in the pastoral areas. A
report on Dr. Hopgood's speech is included below. This
report was written by Graeme J ennings in the
"Adelaide Advertiser" on February 9, 1985 and we
thank him for permission to reprint it here.
Pastoral Changes Likely
Graeme J ennings
Major changes to the administration of SA's pastoral
areas were foreshadowed last night by the Minister of
Lands, Dr. Hopgood.
The proposals, outlined by the S.A. Rangeland
Society by Dr. Hopgood, are the product of a two-year
review of S.A.'s arid and semi-arid rangelands.
They include changes to lease tenure, restricted
public access to some areas, limitations on landholders'
liability for visitors on their properties, and
administrative changes.
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West Gaseoyne Branch News·

FIELD DAY ON SHRUB CONTROL BY GOATS
Geoff Woods, IJvestoek and Range Management
Officer, Department of Agrlcultore, Broken Hill
and
David Eldrldge, District SoH Conservationist,
SoH Conservation Service, Broken Hill

John Morrlssey
Department of Agrlcultore
Camarvon
The West Cascoyne Brance of the Australian
Rangeland Society will be holding a seminar entitled
"Kangaroos In Australian Rangelands" later this year.
The seminar was to be held last year but a clash of
dates caused it to be cancelled. This year it will be held
in conjunction with ''Pastoral Week,'' which is being
organised by the Gascoyne Minilya District Conunittee
of the P.G.A. The prospecive dates are August 22 and
23, 1985. If there are any queries please contact the
Secretary, John Morrissey, P.O. Box 522, Carnarvon.

The Broken Hill Branch of the Australian Rangeland
Society is holding a field day on the topic of "Shrub
Control by Goats" at Fairmount Station, Wilcannia.
The day will be held on Wednesday, 15th May
commencing at 10.15 a. m. Eastern Time. Fairmount is
located 42 kms from Wilcannta on the Ivanhoe Road.
Io recent years there has been increasing interest in
the role of goats in controlliug woody weeds. Trials,
conducted under the Cobar • Byrock Pilot Rehabilitation
Scheme, demonstrated the goats were particularly
effective in clearing hopbush in light-textured country.
Other shrub species that are readily eaten by goats
included mulga and emu bush.
The aim of the field day is to demonstrate the concept
of controlling certain species of shrubs by goat grazing.
The effect of goats on shrub species and pastures will
be discussed and demonstrated as well as management
of goats, fencing and the economics of the goat
enterprise.
Goats have been contained within a paddock on
Fairmount with a proliferation ofhopbush since July,
1984, and already they have markedly affected the
hopbush.
A bus will depart from Broken Hill for the field day at
6.45 a.m. if enough passengers book seats by the 8th
May, 1985.
For further information on the field day and bookings
for the bus, contact GeoffWoods at the Department of
Agriculture, Broken Hill.

BROKENBDLBRANCHNEWS
David Eldridge
SoH Conservation Service ofN.s.w.
Broken Hill
How many of you out there have ever wondered
whether or not you are financial? Well for those
members who are fortunate enough to be affiliated with
a local branch i.e. Broken Hill, Adelaide orCam'arvon,
the answer may not be too far off.
The Broken Hill Branch has been active in
canvassing the views of the Federal Council and other
Branches on the collection of fees locally, our aim being
that we can keep track of the financial status of those
members in our area.
Ray Perry and Coliu Lendon have informed us that it
is against the Constitution to collect fees locally (the
auditors require a central collection of fees).
However there is nothing to stop the branches acting
as ''Agent'' for the Society; collecting members
subscriptions, or signing up new members and sending
the monies to the subscriptions secretary. The main
advantages of this system are that we can keep track of
who is financial and who isn't (and possibly do a bit of
nudging or reminding) and secondly we can secure new
members ''on the spot'' rather than hoping that these
prospective members will remember to fill out their
application forms and send them off to the
Subscriptions Secretary.
But what of those people without Banch affiliation?
Perhaps we could have a number of Regional
Membership officers at say Deniliquin, Perth,
Adelaide, Bourke, Charleville and Alice Springs. It is
defmitely worth a thought.
We are initiating this system in the Hill in an attempt
to maintain a healthy membership and to keep track of
and maintain a personal touch with all those members
who we might ouly see once every twelve months.

NORTH EASTREVEGETATION FIELD DAY
-MANNABDL
Peter Bntier
Department of Agrlcultore
Jamestown S.A. 5491
Approximately 100 people attended a successful field
day on pastoral revegatation held at Mannahill during
October, 1984. The pastoralists attending the morning
session enjoyed four interesting papers covering
aspects of natural and man-induced revegetation, and
tree planting.
Brendan Lay, Senior Ecologist, with the South
Australian Department of Agriculture told pastoralists
of the adverse effects of rabbits on the natural
regeneration of mulga. Brendan, who has focused his
research on Mulga also suggested the conditions
necessary to encourage Mulgaregeneration.
Keith Treloar, Wiawera Station, was one of the
pioneers of man•induced revegetation in the Olary
di,;trict. Keith described the condition ofthe Wiawera
lease when he took it over in the 1950's and the various
methods he employed to encourage regrowth. Of
particular interest were his observations of the effects
of different treatments and the responses by different
plant species.
Gerald Gloster,Plumbago Station, discussed
management aspects oflllan·induced revegetation and
a feature of his paper was also his observations of
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species responses and grazing impacts, gained through
person,al experience.
The morning session concluded with a paper by Peter
Bulman, Forest Officer, Woods and Forests
department, on trees for pastoral areas. Peter reviewed
many of the tre<ls still found to be doing well at the
abandoned Radium Hill town site and went on to
describe appropriate planting and maintenance
techniques.
The afternoon session involved a field inspection of
revegetation work carried out by Maurice Francis on his
property, Oulnina Station, under the Mannahill-Oiary
Group Conservation Project. Maurice explained the
treatment used and provided estimates of treatment
rates and costs.
Peter Butler, a Soil Conservation Officer with the
South Australian Department of Agriculture, explained
the Mannahill-Oiary Project and briefly described the
results of the monitoring efforts on the Oulnina site.
(See photograph below).
The regeneration ofbluebush at the Oulnina site
reinforced many of the messages delivered in the
morning session.
: The importance of rabbit control was stressed during
the day by all speakers.
: Low stocking rates were agreed to be as effective as
total destocking for encouraging regeneration.
: Mechanical treatment of many sites had promoted
revegetation and reduced erosion.
The days activities stimulated much thought and
discussion indicating the high level of interest amongst
South Australian pastoralists in this important pastoral
activity. Several of the papers presented at the Field
Day are included in this issue ofR.M.N.

Bluebush with friends! This site at Ouluina Station is of ,
special interest because of the outstanding
regeneration of pearl bluebush (f>:iaireaua se<lifolia)
following mechanical treatment in May, 1983.

Natural Regeneration of Mulga (Acacia anenrajln the
Arid Zone
BrendanLay
Department of Agriculture
South Australia
By way of background to this brief discussion, I have
been examining regeneration of trees and shrubs in the
arid zone of South Australia for about 14 years, and
have come to the conclusion that the failure of many
species to regenerate is primarily due to uncontrolled
rabbit grazing over many years.
To support this statement, I presented results of
various surveys across the state where regeneration of
Mulga, the most important arid-zone tree in this state, ·
was studied. One of these was carried out in 1984 by
Peter Butler and myself.
In this particular case, dense regeneration adjacent
to the abandoned mining town of Radium Hill, (near
Broken Hill), was noted a few years ago. The
surrounding hills are typical of much of the North-East
pastoral country, with scattered dead and senescent
Mulga but no regeneration.
We carried out a survey using radial trausects from a
large and conspicuous water tank near the centre of the
town site, and recorded numbers of mature, standing
dead, and young plants of Mulga in a SO metre belt
transect divided into 100metre intervals. The numbers
mapped were converted into. a density per hectare
basis.
About half the area never supported Mulga, being a
Saltbush/Biuebush shrublaud, but in the remainder, no
significant regeneration was found in areas remote
from the township site. The town was occupied from
1950- 1961, and itis significant that local opinion
indicated that a rabbit control program was carried out
for a few hundred yards ''around the township during
that time". All regeneration was relatively even aged

We decided urgent action was needed to try to rectify
the problem
In 1957 we hired George Johnson with his D7
bulldozer to construct large flood banks up to 300 yards
long, and in places 12 feet high, across deep channels
scoured in the existing flood plains. These check banks
raised the water out of the channels and flooded the
original flood plains in a zig zag pattern after small
rains and limited run off. The response to this flooding
was a massive growth of Burr Medic, lantana and other
annuals and perennials. Due to the ample supply of
fodder and excellent water, the stock concentrate in
these flood areas thus giving vegetation on high
country a chance to set seed before grazing pressure
focuses on it, thus building up the seed supply.
One disadvantage of this work is the massive
regeneration of Box Thorn, if not checked. The main
drawback however, is the high cost ofthe heavy
machinery necessary to carry out the work.
In 1960 we purchased our own TD18 bulldozer and
have been continuing with this work ever since -the
most recent bank being completed a couple of months
ago. The sites for all these banks are chosen by over
flying the country, and all have proved highly
successful.
After attending Gavin Young's Disc Pitting Field Day
at Ou1nina, we realised the possible potential for
speeding up the response on the high ground by use of
this method.
The Pastoral Board, recognising our endeavours at
revegetation, carried out the initial survey in 1967 to
formulate a plan to revegetate the high ground.
Following on from this initial survey, Gavin Young,
in February 1968, surveyed a programme of diversion
banks, pitting areas and contour furrowing areas.
These diversion banks were sited on what proved to
be unsatisfactory areas and unfortunately caused a
disastrous increase in gullying in several areas,
because the discharge points were on excessive slopes.
The revegetation response from these banks was
almost nil, and so all in all it proved to be a disaster.

and of size 1-2m commensurate with what young plants
germinating at that time should appear like nowDespite the wet years of 1973-74, no regeneration has
established since. (Rabbits have re-invaded the area.
Stock grazing also can be ruled out as there are no
fence-line effects).
Other recent studies in the North-West of South
Australia show that Mulga can regenerate in isolated
instances where rabbits occur, but only where warren '
density is about 5-10 per square kilometre, and that
where higher rabbit popu1ations occur, for example in
calcareous soils or near lakes, then no regeneration
ever survives. By contrast, soil where rabbits cannot

dig warrens, for example laterite, hardpan or quartzite
hills, usually support prolific regeneration. Slides were
shown of photopoints illustrating this.
General conclusions support the initial need to
effectively control rabbits if we are to maintain our fast
diminishing reserves of Mulga and other tree species.

Historic Aspects of Man-Induced Revegetatlon
Keith Treloar
Wiawera Station
In recent years a number of revegetation
programmes have been carried out in the north east
pastoral areas. I am dealing only with our own efforts
on Wiawera, which our family purchased in November,
1955.
Historically, the "rape ofWiawera" has been well
documented. (''The story of the drought through the
north and north west" by E. Wbittington, 1897).
Wiawera was originally a portion of the Outalpa run,
and up to 95,000 sheep annually passed through what is
now Wiawera lease.
Being one of the few permanent waters, there was a

high concentration of sheep held here during drought
periods - even up to 1942 when there were 24000 sheep
watering on the homestead well.
Steam engines also played a major part in our
problem, being used in the Broken Hill mines. Engines
were responsible for the degradation oflarger trees, as
up to a ton of wood a day was used to fuel one engine
alone. This, over and above the vast stock numbers
carried caused immense degradation and
environmental damage from which the country has

However, all was not in vain, because from these errors

it was forcibly brought home that to adequately utilize
this method of revegetation, very thorough surveying
had to be carried out.
I recommend this method when applied to
appropriate areas -where falls are in the vicinity of one
in one thousand, or one in fifteen hundred, and low

lying areas can be adequately flooded.
The original cost ofthis work was $40.00 an hour, but
I have not costed it on present inflationary trends.
While working on the diversion banks near the main
Broken Hill road, Norm Paech, who was returning frnm
Broken Hill after unsuccessfully experimenting with a
pitting tiller came over and spoke to me. Being
interested in our revegetation scheme, he asked if I
would be prepared to test his original pitting tiller,
which he had considered a failure. When I agreed to the
test, he not only supplied the tiller, but the tractor also,
on an experimental basis. As a point of interest I still
own that original pitting tiller, which is still doing the
job it was built for.
The Department of Agriculture were at the same
time using the disc pitter.
The pitter tiller makes a pit approximately 5 foot
long, 1 foot wide and 6 inches deep in the centre, and
the displaced soil is of a cloddy nature in and around
the pits. The disc pitter makes a much smaller pit, and
the displaced soil is a fine texture, easily blown in the
wind.

been slow to recover.

My grandfather successfully had an Act passed to
prevent the indiscriminate cutting of live trees for fuel
for Broken Hill. He was responsible for getting many
wood cutting licences revoked.
The extreme rabbit and kangaroo plagues also took
their toll. In 1956 I released the first myxomatosis virus
on Wiawera. This initially decimated the rabbit
population, but they eventually became immune to it
because ofthe reduced potency .1 have reintroduced
the virus in subsequent plagues. Three years ago I also
released the European Rabbit Flea, but suspect there
was no result with the humidity level being too low in
the warrens due to drought conditions.
Ripping burrows and fumigating warrens was also
done in conjunction with this.
After experimenting with small diversions banks on
Mooleulooloo, and noting the response, we recognised
the potential of similar work if carried out on Wiawera.
The country was so barren you could flog a flea for a
week without losing sight of it.'
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The recommended soil types axe haxd baked clay,
mar! type soils, claypans and magnesia areas. Even
though the swelling tendency of the soil tends to
obliterate the pits, it still responds well, due to the
trilpping of the sand and seed. It is useless to carry
pitting out in sandy soil.
Water penetr!ltion was up to 24 inches deep, in and
up to 2 foot around the pit, grading to 2 inches deep
from there out. The initial regeneration response was
on either side of the pit, and then overall in areas
adjacent to existing bush -the bush regeneration was
slow but positive. Manual spreading of seeds was not
effective. There was an excellent response of annual
plants.
Nitre Bush and Onion Weed - the original colonising
plants, worried me at first- but have proved to be an

this method over contour furrowing, is it can be done
with lighter plant.
Thousands of acres of Wiawera have been effectively
flooded by our flood bank programme and many square
miles have been mechanically treated by pitting,
furrowing, contour ripping and diversion banks. I have
carried out these revegetation schemes for the last 27
years, and a lot of time, effort and money has gone into
this work. Valuable lessons have been learned- one
being that all mechanical work should be started
adjacent to existing stands of bush - then progressively
towards the worst axeas. We initially began with the
most barren sites - where no bush was growing - we
attached a seed hopper and broadcaster to the machine
- response was very disappointing in all cases apaxt
from annuals.
I proved there was no significant difference in

advantage - due to creating mini environments in

which Sandalwood (native), Blue Bush, Black Bush,
Salt Bush (both annual and perennial), Daisies,
Grasses, Clover, Bindii etc. more than successfully
compete.
The disadvantage associated with this type, if done
near existing stands of Turpentine has been the rapid
regeneration of this weed.
The 1970 cost was 28c a hectare- I have not costed it
on our present day work.
The best response comes from pitting during a
drought, when the sand and seed is readily blowing
about, giving maximum catch in the pits, thus giving
maximum response after the first rain.
One of the advantages of pitting is that it is not
necessary to do it on a surveyed contour as there is no
gullying risk. It was found necessary to haxd face the
potato furrower and points on the pitter tiller because of
the abrasive nature of the soils. This trebled the
operating life.
After successfully experimenting with the pitter,
Norm Paech held the first field day on Wiawera on the
5th February, 1969.
Over 300 folk attended - including interstate and
overseas visitors. A subsequent field day held on
Wiawera was attended by 150 folk - also including many
interstate and overseas visitors.
Contour furrowing was found most appropriate on
lightly undulating country, consisting of maxi type soil,
with haxd baked surfaces. Similar to pitting, it needs to
be done adjacent to a seed source for perennials,
otherwise a good annual response only is achieved, as
manual broadcasting of seed was once again
ineffectual.
The furrows level out in time but continue to give
good response due to the sand build up in the trenches.
The initial response is mainly either side with a minor
showing in the trench, then subsequently overall up to
5 foot to 6 foot either side of the trench line.
As with other mechanised means, there is a real risk
of accelerating Turpentine response.
Due to the risk of gullying, caxe has to be taken when
surveying the work.
We used a Greyhound Grader pulling a heavy rock
ripper, fitted with a single tyne, to which was attached
a double mouldboard. This produced a furrow 2 foot
wide 1 foot deep, plus further 6 inches ripped soil in the
bottom.
Cost analysis in 1969 was $50 per hectare.
Over a period of time, and more recently, we have
conducted a programme of contour ripping, which has·
shown positive and encouraging results with both
perennial and annual revegetation. The advantage of

response in treated areas when unstocked or
realistically stocked, in fact it was found advantageous
to keep treated areas moderately stocked.
I can recommend all forms of mechanical treatment
in appropriate areas, provided adequate surveying is
carried out where required, and caxe is taken not to
encourage the acceleration of woody weeds in areas
prone to this problem.
In conclusion, I would recommend any aspiring
conservationist to read ''The story of the drought'' by
Whittington. It deals with the pastoral areas, including
the North East - and explodes the theory held by some,
that land degradation is a recent phenonemon, and
gives credibility to the fact that after the longest
drought on record - the country is in better heaxt than
then, and continues to improve - even if slowly. From
November 1983 to the present time, we have had an
incredible 29 inches of rain, and the natural
revegetation of perennial bush on untreated areas
adjacent to existing stands is most impressive.

Management Aspects of Pastoral Revegetatlon
Gerald Gloster
Plumbago Station
My people have been associated with the pastoral
country of Australia since the 1840's. First in the Hay
and Darling River areas of New South Wales and later
the Roma and Longreach districts of Queensland. My
personal experience ranges from Queensland to
Westem Australia and includes some 20 odd years in
South Australia. I have a real affinity with Pastoral
country and cannot really imagine being away from it.
The gnaxding of the pastures and the regeneration of
debilitated axeas of Plumbago was one of the duties I
was charged with when I took over the management.
Despite some fairly major problems, the place had two
advantages which would have to be a great help in
discharging these duties; the paddocks were small and
there were some 60 watering points. This does present
a few difficulties when running the property but has the
advantage of allowing us to observe closely the effects of
stocking on various types of country and to decrease or
increase numbers in limited areas, and so to be able to
readily observe some results.
There were some drawbacks. There seemed to be
little written about the country and consequently we did
not have a ready source of knowledge of the plants,
their feed value, toxicity or even the history of the area.
The dams and dam catchments were in a bad way, they
failed to funnel the water so that it cut and eroded and
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because of the pressure, burst wing banks. More often
than not the dam remained empty and the country was
eroded.
Our first priority was to find out what was available in
the way of plants, trees, etc. and we began to collect
and identify specimens. This we have been doing for
ten years. It is an ongoing thing, and we have collected,
identified and mounted some 250 species.
I mentioned earlier it is an ongoing thing and to
stress this point we have collected 34 different grasses,
14 of which we did not see until the drought broke.
Having found out to a large extent what was
available, our next move was to endeavour to see what
stock found palatable. The answer to that is most

capacity was 160 sheep and we put in 200)
In other areas we have not been so fortunate. We
have recognised black bush as being one of the first of
the regenerative growths. In one paddock we have only
a few bushes and we have to be super conservative and
super observant. Some black bush is appearing and an
odd salt bush but fortunately none of the classic 'woody
weeds', Turpentine (Eremophila sturtii) and Hop bush
illodonaea attenuata). We tend with this paddock to
subject it to a limited pressure for limited times. The
grasses tend to be of the Enneapogon types and not,
what are to me, the ''woody weeds'' of the grass world,

spear grass. A good cover ofbindii (s) and a fair cover
of native trees, (Hakea leucoptera) needle wood
black oak (Casuarina cristata) and mulga (Acacia
aneura) are evident. We will of course persist with this

things, even as we all know and to our regret, some

poisonous species. We then tried to ascertain what was
preferable.
This was comparatively simple in good seasons. Like
us, stock like the sweet, easy to digest feed such as
herbages and grasses. Being natural feeders however,
they also ingest roughage with these when seasons are
good, these are such things as salt bush, blue bush,
Acacias and bullock bush. As the seasons deteriorate
so in turn the soft feeds go and the sheep show a
decided preference for the more persistent feeds such
as some grasses, the salt bush family and so on.
Some plants sheep will not touch under any
circumstances. This can include some salt bush. A
phenomenon observed by us was that salt bush which
had germinated in a freak storm just prior to the real
onset of the drought was not touched even under the

area and this pattern, but to date it is far too early to
give any results.

Because of the location of the water, one particular
area had been subjected to grazing pressure. Being in a
basin in the hills had, to a certain extent, compounded
our problems.
When we did appear to be making some progress a
mining company subjected the country to intense
exploration. To give you some idea, there was a

permanent camp of 32 men for three years plus two
smaller drilling camps. Five rotary percussion drills
and two diamond drills plus twice daily monitoring of
some 500 shallow drill holes. The seasons were either
late or poor and to put it mildly the country was in a
mess.
We had reduced the number of stock in these
paddocks by half to compensate for the added pressure
so the economics of the whole deal were pretty
miserable. Then the exploration company pulled out
and we were lumbered with a very poor looking bit of
country. Wheel tracks, compaction, oil spills, drill hole
tailings, erosion, we had the lot. We then approached
the Department of Agriculture and they were good
enough to send first one officer and later two, to give us
advice and help about the mechanical rehabilitation of
the area.
The first move was surveyed ripping, then removal of
all drill tailings and we then disc-pitted in between. We
had of course been limiting stock numbers in this area
during the drought and they covered all the
rehabilitation area, so it was subject to pressure at all
times. Six months after the drought broke two
Department of Agriculture officers counted the species
in the furrows. Results: 42 species and some were
perennials.
We have since ripped other areas and disc-pitted
more country. The ripping has proved to be the most
effective method for us and a combination of the two
has been extremely good when used on the hard clay

most adverse circumstances.

So we had now decided for ouselves what was
available, palatable and acceptable to stock through
observation and documentation. We now came to the
difficult part, implementation.
We had noted that areas of the property had
degenerated from a variety of reasons including
stocking pressures, rabbits, kangaroos and sheer bad
management. To lay blame anywhere we decided was
to waste time and effort. We knew where the bad areas
were and the decision was ours to do something about
it.
Initially we had, by manipulation of stock numbers,
made Some progress towards improving the country.
Our observations had led us to believe that subjecting
the country to no pressure at all was not the answer. By
no pressure I mean no water, no sheep, kangaroos, few

rabbits. One paddock in particular which had no stock
for three years (including the drought) because of no
water looked worse and indeed took longer to recover
and show genuine improvement after the season broke
compared to a neighbouring paddock which had been
subjected to normal stocking with some diminution in
the drought.
Another area was a paddock which due to heavy
shearing numbers passing over it in the period 18801920 had been badly degraded. This had a heavy
growth of black bush and even in the best of seasons,
very little else. We decided to subject this to heavier
stocking pressure hoping (a) to break the bush down
somewhat, (b) to stir up the country and hopefully to
get herbages, grasses and salt bush to grow. This
proved for us to be a real success and the paddock is
usuaily a picture of balanced feeds, salt bush and
herb ages taking their place in the natural order of
things.
(We have now returned to a normal stocking rate i.e.
a sheep to 16- 20 acres. Note: the normal carrying

pan areas. Our conclusions would be at this stage, that

to subject the country to no pressure at all is not the
answer to rehabilitation.
We have persisted in putting some stock into all
rehabilitation areas whether our reasons were to break
down some of the black bush or to keep friable the
pitted areas. These methods briefly outlined have
begun to work for us, how others see it and how they
view their properties is something for them, but we
hope our experiments will be of some help.
In conclusion it must be appreciated that all this had
to be done while observing fairly rigid economic
guidelines. We had to spend some $60,000 alone on
dams to turn them into an asset and not remain a source
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Mannahiii-Oiary Project

of land degradation. All bores and mills had to be
upgraded as well as doing 101 routine station jobs.
Any success we had is in no small way due to David
Crawford, who was willing to allow us a certain latitude
in experimentation and of course to bear the financial
burden, to the Department of Agriculture for their
freely given help and advice and last but by no ways
least my wife and family who collected, pressed,
mounted and identified so many plants. This
identification would have not been possible without the
expert knowledge of Margaret Nobbs and Bob Lange
and the staff of the herbarium.

In the North East since settlement, severe land
degradation has accompanied drought years. By 1940
extensive areas had been denuded of all perennial
cover, particularly on leases adjacent to the Broken Hill
railway line.
Early efforts to reverse this degradation involved unsurveyed furrowing as a soil treatment. Such
programmes were poorly designed to cope with the
unpredictable climatic conditions and the results were
often quite variable. In some areas Black bluebush
(Maireana yraruidata) and even Bladder Saltbush
(Atriplex ves1cana established in dense stands, while
in other areas successive retreatments failed to achieve
the desired response.
As stated, in 1982 the State Government through the
Mannahill-Oiary Project began offering financial and
technical assistance to North East Pastoralists
undertaking Soil Conservation Works. The Project is a
co-operative scheme involving landholders and the
Department of Agriculture during all operational
stages.
The North East Conservation Advisory Committee, a
group of nine local pastoralists, was formed in 1983 to
support and supervise the project and to promote Soil
Conservation both within and beyond the district. The
Chairman is A. Bartholomaeus from Pine Creek
Station.

The Mannahlll • Olary Group Conservation Project
Peter Butler
Department of Agriculture
Jamestown
In early 1982 the Federal Government allocated funds
ofthe states for Soil Conservation Works. The South
Australian Government used it's share to launch the
Expanded Soil Conservation Program. South Australia
had already experienced good success with the Pisant
Creek Group Conservation Project near Gladstone.
The Pisant Creek Project was a water erosion project.
It ran from 1976 to 1979 and showed how a group of
landholders could work together to solve a common soil
conservation problem.
The new initiatives in 1982 was also based on a group
approach and six Group Projects were established. The
Expanded Soil Conservation Program was to be
administered by the Department of Agriculture and five
technical officers were appointed to support the
projects. The projects included four water erosion
projects, one each at Cleve;-Jamestown, Clare and
Nuriootpa, a wind erosion project at Loxton and the
pastoral land rehabilitation project in the North East.

Revegetatlon Methodology
The aims of the Mannahill-Olary Project are in line
with the objectives of the Expanded Soil Conservation
Program. Its primary aims are: To induce landholders
to prevent soil erosion, and; To promote the
re-establishment of perennial plant cover on degraded
pastoral lands.
The methodology developed for the MannahillOlary Project is a three phase program involving
planning, treatment and management.

National Programme
In 1983/84 the Commonwealth began direct funding
of Soil Conservation works under its new National Soil
Conservation Program. The aim of the program is to
develop and to implement national policies for the
restoration and maintenance of the Nation's soil
resources. Separate nationally funded projects have
been formed throughout the State to complement the
Expanded Program, and new technical staff have been
appointed to service the work demands.

In Phase One, properties are inspected to assess

-the severity of the problem
· the level of resources available to cope with the
problem
- and the attitude and competence of the
management.
Treatment options are discussed with consideration
for economic and environmental factors, and treatment
priorities are assigned for each property.
A flexible work programme is prepared which
incorporates an achievable treatment and management
objective into the normal property operations
programme. For mechanical soil treatment the current
aim is for approximately 100 hours or 250 to 300
hectares per year.
In Phase Two, proposed works are carried out
according to the schedule outlined in the programme.
These works may include changes in station design
where it is necessary to assist mechanical treatment in
revegetation. Rabbit control is a requirement for all
treated sites.
A cost-sharing arrangement with the Government is
available to landholders within the project. This

The objectives ofboth the National and Expanded
schemes can be summarised as follows:-

1.

Development and implementation of sound land
use practices.

2.

Education, both city and country, about the
problems ofland degradation and the need for Soil
Conservation

3.

Co-ordination of policy and action by all
organisations and individuals involved.

4.

The restoration of degraded lands and the
protection of exixting productive potential.
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financial assistance may be either, free use of
Departmental machinery for mechanical treatment, or
payment of $8.25 per hour where the landholder' s own
tractor is used. 50 percent of the material costs of
fencing and piping are available where station design
changes are necessary.
Treatments are carried out with consideration for
many site factors including prevailing and strongest
wind directions, water catcfunent areas, and areas of
high stock concentration.
The treatment rate for contour furrowing averages at
four hectares per hour. Total treatment costs (including
costs to the land holder and to the Department) average
at about $8.60 per hour for contour furrowing and $5.80
per hour for unsurveyed furrowing and disc pitting.
Phase Three, the management phase is critical to the
final outcome of revegetation work in areas where stock
retain access to treated areas. The manager's difficult
role is to. manipulate stock grazing pressure to ensure
developing seedlings are not eaten. To aid managers,
the Department of Agricultore is involved in an ongoing
extension and education programme to introduce
appropriate management skills and to develop a
positive attitode to complement these skills.

FEATURES

Mulga- An EnlgmetL: Speeles
John Fox
School of Biology
W .A. Institute of Technology
Bentley
In December 1975 Cyclone Joau wrecked the
Newman-Port Hedlaud railway line aud introduced me
to the fascinating species Mulga (Acacia aneura). Two
years later the Mulga Research Centre was formed at
WAIT. The species needs no introduction to members
of the Australian Raugelaud Society aud readers of this
featore may well have personal observations which will
be of interest to us at WAIT. This is a brief review of
our main observations and areas of interest.

Forms and Varleties
It has a range of forms aud grows in some areas as a
multistemmed shrub, in others as an erect tree. The
phyllode (leaf) shape can vary greatly: narrow "pine
needle like" foliage is common in the Pilbara whereas
broad-leaf forms occur in the Goldfields, often in
continuous stands. It is not uncommon for several
phyllode shape types of mulga to be found within close
proximity. 'Weeping mulga' aud 'Christmas tree
mulga' are two quite distinctive forms found in the
Pilbara. A collection of siblings raised from single tree
tree seed sources has been planted out. There is
general conformity to both leaf shape and tree shape
between both first and second generation siblings from
the same parent. This suggests that varieties may be
distinguished.

Funding

Funding for Soil Conservation in South Australia has
two sources as mentioned earlier. In 1983/84 the
Commonwealth allocated one million dollars for Soil
Conservation, $600,000 ofthis went to the States under
the National Program. South Australia's share was 10.6
percent or $63,000. The State Government allocated
$160,000 in that year through its Expanded Program.
This financial year the State Government has
maintained its input while the Commonwealth has
increased its allocation to four million dollars. South
Australia has received $396,000 under the National
Progiam for the maintenance of existing projects and
initiation of new ones.
The Mannahill-Olary Project which is State fuoded,
has a budget of $18,000 for 1984/85 to be spent on costsharing and other operating costs.
So far in the first two full years of operation, 4,800
hectares of denuded pastoral land has been treated
with mechanical soil treatment on thirteen properties.
The project has cost the Government approximately
$30,000 so far which represents about $6 per hectare
treated.
Perennial species regeneration has occurred on all
sites treated in 1982183, the most common species
being Pearl Bluebush (Maireana sedifolia), Bladder
Saltbush (Atriplex vesicaria), Black bluebush
(Maireaua pyamidata), Green bluebush (Maireana
brevifolia) and Bitter Saltbush(Atriplex stipitata).
Ephemeral responses have been outstanding on all
treated sites.
The Mannahill-Olary Project is a demonstration
project and the true success of it will be measured in
the attitodes and management strategies of North East
pastoralists in the futore.

Sizes Attained

Some Queensland mulga grow to quite tall sizes. In
Western Australia the tallest specimens recorded are to
16m on south facing slopes in the Hamersley Ranges.
In low lying basins, where run-on is concentrated, stem
diameters at l.3m reach 24cm or more -trees on these
sites may attain 14m in height. These Pilbara examples
tend to be of narrow-leaf forms. In the Goldfields
broad-leafform trees may be taller than narrow leaf
forms when several forms occur together. In these more
southern localities heights of more than 7 m are
uncommon.
Palatability
Sheep have often been implicated in the death of
mulga. Studies on two properties in the Goldfields
destocked for five years have failed to show improved
growth or regeneration of mulga when contrasted with
adjacent stocked properties.
A number of introduced animals will eat mulga
foliage, especially in drought conditions. Rabbits
appear to have prevented mulga regeneration in parts
of South Australia. Goats browse terete foliage
seedlings in the Murchison and cattle will selectively
browse shrubs, but forms with broader phylls appear to
be less readily taken. While sheep have been fed mulgr
foliage in drought periods it is uulikely that young
12.
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foliage is normally taken. Available evidence suggests
that palatability varies with variety, age and seasonal
conditions.

A reminder - the sheep's diet
Dean Graetz's work at "Graetz River Downs" near
Broken Hill showed that what sheep eat is not
necessarily what is the most abundant on the range. In
winter, the pasture consisted of 75 percent saltbush and
23 percent forbs, but 95 percent of their diet came from
forbs. In a dry summer however, over eighty percent of
the sheep's diet came from saltbush. Allan Wilson
noted that the peak of wool growth rate occurs in late
winter-early spring when annual forage is abundant.
The presence of perennial forage does not increase the
peaks of wool growth rare, but it does not increase the
low points. So, annual feed is most valuable for animal
production in normal times, with the shrubs being the
drought reserves.

StabiDty.

Mulga communities exhibit an apparently stable
appearance but mlly show dramatic changes over
relatively short time periods. The greatest threat to
mulga is fire.
Stands may also succumb to drought and hail
damage. In addition cutting of mulga has been
practised in many areas. Long term regeneration
response to various perturbations is being studied.
Trees on moister sites tend to become infected with
mistletoes and prolonged periods of submergence in
standing water will kill mulga. As may be anticipated,
drought effects differ with soil types and there is some
evidence that both smaller plants and narrow leaf forms
are more susceptible to drought.
Fires in the Eastern Goldfields 1975-1977 killed
mulga trees over wide areas. Patchy regeneration from
seed followed and it is probable that repeated fire in the
coming 10-20 years could eliminate mulga. In the
Pilbara mulga is able to resprout after fire but this
phenomenon is not universal and the survival of sprouts
over time is under study.
A number of hail damaged sites in the Goldfieds have
been located and regeneration examined. In some cases
trees have been killed outright, in others crown
refoliation has occured.
A large area south of the Sons of Gwalia goldmine
(near Leonora), was cut over from 1902 to the early
1960's. Plots have been established in areas cut
between 1909-1943.

What happens when the range Is overgrazed
Consistent, heavy grazing will destroy the soil
surface, deplete the range and vigour of the annual
growth and eventually cause erosion. At the same time
the shrubs will be subjected to heavier grazing and will
slowly weaken and die. It is at this stage that deterioratiof
is usually detected and management altered.
What can be done?
Regeneration through grazing management
( destocking) is nearly always the first and cheapest
technique in most cases·~ However.in most cases, it is a
slow and inefficient process. What is needed is:-A cheap and easy technique that will create
favourable niches for plant establishment in degraded
soils.

Regeneration
- Plants which
: originate from a similar environment
: can withstand grazing
: contribute to soil fertility restoration
: has seeds which are easily and cheaply obtained

Mulga tends to form more or less even aged stands
with a single cohort of plants occupying a tier. Similar
sized plants may persist for many years and root
competition suppresses any seedlings which become
established. When the oldest cohort is lost suppressed
seedlings may grow up, or new seedlings appear and
become established, particularly after heavy summer
rainfall. In burnt areas seedlings tend to be more
plentiful near ash than elsewhere. Forms with broader
leaves may be more common in mixed stands but
narrow leaved seedlings tend to grow faster following a
fire.

The Yellow Trailer and Annual Medlcs
We need better water infiltration, using either
ripping, ploughing, pitting or land imprinting. Pitting
is well suited to arid environments, as there is no risk of
accelerated erosion, and the pits produce favourable
micro-environments for plants. However what we also
need is a machine that is light, cheap and can be drawn
behind a normal vehicle. To satisfy this need we
produced the ''yellow trailer'', which is a single disc
pitter mounted and articulated on a small two-wheeled
trailer. It needs noP.T.O. or hydraulics. It is equipped
with an ample seed-fertiliser box which is directly
driven by the pitting disc when the machine is actually
pitting. The pits are one metre long, 15-20cm wide and
up to 15cm deep. The machine will not pit "concrete"
but has worked to our satisfaction on a variety of soils
from hard compacted gravelly clay to loamy soils.

Annnal Medlcs (Medlcago species) and pitting for
nmgeland regeneration
Gus Glntzburger and Perer Sldnner
Department of Agriculture
Wesrem AU..tralla
There is a great deal of enthusiasm for the use of
annual medics in regenerating degraded rangelands.
The purpose of this paper is to explode some of the
myths about medics, and also to suggest a concept of
regeneration is which medics can play an important
role.

The machine is subject to a provisional patent PG
9258.
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Work on plant introduction into a new environment is
long term, especially in environments where rainfall is
sparse and erratic. The main requisites that annual
medics used in rangeland re-seeding operations should
have are:
Early flowering and seed set
Hardseededness : insurance against erratic and poor
rainfall
Because medic pods will contain both soft and hard
seeds, they are more suitable for seeding in a semi-arid
environment than pure seed that may be all soft.
A prostrate growth habit : insurance against
overgrazing and efficient soil binders.
Pod splnlness: This is an undesirable characteristic
for wool producer, but is an important factor in the
spread of medics. Fortunately spineless or nearly
smooth pods are available and the new cultivar
S" Serena" has these properties.
Specific nodnlatlon: Proper nitrogen fixation is the
result of a specific relationship between bacteria
(Rhizobium species) and the medic. It takes place in
nodules growing on the roots of medics. Rhizobia, of
the right type must be present for nitrogen fixation to
occur. Therefore burrs or seeds must be innoculated
before seeding.

The single disc pitting and seeding machine in
operation and pulled behind an ordinary car.

Pnttlng these Ideas into practice
This has involved a project, funded by the Australian
Meat Research Committee which is aimed at selecting
and developing methods of establishment of annual
medics for the winter rainfall rangelands of W .A. In
1983, this involved the testing of93 ecotypes, selected
for their earliness in flowering, pod maturity, winter
and spring vigour, high seed yield and hard seed
content. Fifteen common Australian cultivars were
added. Seeding was done at Kalgoorlie and Camarvon.
Encouraging results from that year have led to an
expansion in the project in 1984 to test:-

We have the machine - now what about the plants?

Annual legumes; A potential answer and prime
colonisers
Pastoralists want to use their land as soon as possible
after any pitting-reseeding. For this reason, annuals
are the best option. They are quick-growing, big seed
producers and the resultant dry matter contributes to
site stability. Legumes are the logical annual to choose
as they can build up nitrogen levels in the soil and
restore soil fertility. Medics (Medicago species) have
done outstandingly well in meditteranean regions with
neutral-alkaline soils, and are widely used in
agriculture in Southern Australia and Northem Africa.
In the Goldfields ofW.A., "Cutleaf medic" (Medicago
laciniata), and "Goldfields medic" (Medicago minima)
and "burr medic" (Medicago polymorpha) have
adapted to the local environment after accidental
introductions in the early days of settlement. Soils are
neutral-alkaline which is essential for medics. They
don't like acid soils.
Given that medics already survive in some of
Australia's arid rangelands, and contribute to the diet;
it may be worthwhile testing some of 2200 ecotypes
presently available in our medic collection. As most of
these medics were collected in low rainfall zones (300-50
mm/year) on extremely overgrazed and degraded.
North African rangeland, it may be possible that some
ecotypes could find a ''niche" in Australia.

. The seed set and survival abilities of 80 annual
medic ecotypes sown from seeds, either conventionally
or using the pitter technique.
- The seed set and survival abilities of2Tmost

promising anilllal medics, sown as pods eith~r ___ _

conventionally or in pits at seven levels of single super
phosphate.
In a field scale operation 9km of pits sown with .
innoculated pods of '' Serena'' medic were established
on a degraded clay pan in the Goldfields.Thistook 1.5
hours, and cost 40 cents/hectare or Sl.40 per 100 pits.
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Conclusions

Properly selected annual medics innoculated with the
specific nitrogen fixing bacteria associated with pitting
techniques should make a useful contribution to
rangeland regeneration programmes dealing with
alkaline-neutral and salt-free soils of winter dominant
rainfall zones of Australia. Reseeding operations
should be preferably performed with pods instead of
commercial "soft" seeds. The advantage of the
hardseededness mechanism will then be fully
exploited.
A slight pod spininess could be desirable to assist
dispersal of successful medic survivors.
Pastoralists should not expect to feed their flock on
pods of me dies. Annual medics should be seen as
""prime colonisers" in the regeneration process and
ultimately as one of many contributors to the sheeps diet
on rangelands.
It is possible that other annual legumes and annual
plants available on Australian rangelands could equally
contribute to such task providing the proper package
(plant and seeding technique) is put together.
Restoring or maintaining an annual vegetation cover
on rangeland will upgrade or maintain animal
productivity to a high level and ensure against soil
degradation by wind erosion. It will also assist in
sparing drought reserves represented by shrubs and
trees for bad years.
Annnal plants. shrubs and trees will together
contribute to maintain a stable and productive
rangeland environment.
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Northern Territory Public Service
DepartmeutofPrlmaryProduction
Southern Region

Northern Territory Public Service
Deplll'tment of Primary Production
Southern Region
The Department of Primary Production is involved in
agriculture and pastoral industries of the Northern
Territory. The range management section is involved in
the collection of ecological data and the provision of
advice to the pastoral industry, aboriginal communities
and government, on land utilisation and management
in the Southern Region ofthe Northern Territory.

The Department of Primary Production is involved in
agriculture and pastoral industries of the Northern
Territory. The range management section is involved in
the collection of ecological data and the provision of
advice to the pastoral industry, aboriginal communities
and government, on land utilisation and management
in the Southern Region ofthe Northern Territory.

Applications from suitable qualified persons are invited
for

Applications from suitably qualified persons are invited
for

SCIENCE!
$17439 . $24572

TECHNICAL OFFICER GRADE 1
$18710. $22710

LOCATION:Alice Springs

LOCATION:Alice Springs

DUTIES: As a member of a team, assist with studies
of livestock management effects of rangeland. and
pastoral beef cattle industry performance. Develop
skills in the determioation of seasonal conditions from
pasture response and remotely sensed data. Contribute
to an inventory of Northern Territory Rangeland
Resources. Assist in the administration of drought
relief measures.

DUTIES: Assist the officer in charge of the section in
the conduct ofland resource surveys, the assessment of
pastures and the preparation of land management
reports. Carry out routine technical office management,
data processing and other duties as directed.
An
appropriate
technical
QUALIFICATIONS:
certificate or equivalent qualification and/or extensive
experience in a related field essential. Experience in
resource management and data processing desirable.

QUALIFICATIONS: 3 or 5 years Tertiary Degree
Course (or equivalent) in agricultural science, or similar
with emphasis on natural resources management.

ALLOWANCES: 6 weeks recreational leave per year.
Airfares to any capital city in Australia every (2) years.
Sick leave (10) days full pay, 10 days half pay P.A.)

ALLOWANCES: 6 weeks recreational leave per year.
Airfares to any capital city in Australia every (2) years.
Sick leave (10) days full pay, 10 days half pay P.A.)

NORTHERN TERRITORY ALLOWANCE
$2,237 per annum with dependants
$1,277 without dependants

NORTHERN TERRITORY ALLOWANCE
$2,237 per annum with dependants
$1,277 without dependants

Applications stating full details of qualifications,
experience and references should be addressed to:

Applications stating full details of qualifications,
experience and references should be addressed to:

The Recruitment Officer,
Department of Primary Production
G.P.O. Box4160,
Darwin, N.T. 5794.

The Recruitment Officer,
Deplll'tment of Primary Production
G.P.O. Box 4160,
Darwin, N.T. 5794.

The Northern Territory Public Service
Is an equal opportunity employer

The Northern Territory Public Service
Is an equal opportunity employer
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Cl- Rangeland Management Branch
Department of Agriculture
JarrahRoad
SOUTH PERTH WA 6151

Alan L. Payne
Subscription Secretary
Australian Rangeland Sociecy

Dear Mr Payne
I, Prof/Dr/Mr/Ms ............................................................ .
of .......................................................... (State and Country)
apply for membership of the Australian Rangeland Society and agreed to be bound by the
regulations of the Society as stated in the Memorandum and Article of Association io
existence from time to time.
I enclose $A20/25* (full membership) or SA10115* (partial membership for Range
Management Newsletter only) being my subscription for the year 19 ...... .

Signature ............................. .
Date ................................. .
Date of Approval of Council .................................................... .
Entered in Register of Members ................................................ .
Date

.................................................

Signed
Signed

• Full membership outside Australia is $A25/year.
Partial membership outside Australia is $A15/year.

Members of
Council

•

•

'

Davld Patoa PriDtlag, 9S Barl SCI'eet, Boalder

